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On January 6th, the Regime media, and even
much of the Republican Party, immediately
declared the Capitol riots an “armed insurrection,”
an assault on democracy, and the worst day for
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the republic since Pearl Harbor or even the Civil
War.

For months, Revolver has been doing the
investigative work that America’s hundreds of
other news outlets are too corrupt or too
cowardly to perform themselves. We have
watched the tape, read the indictments, dissected
the news reports, and punctured the narratives.

Most notably, Revolver’s reporting changed the
entire national narrative on 1/6 by focusing on
evidence of foreknowledge and active instigation
on 1/6 by elements of the federal government
itself. It is this dark revelation that has generated
howls of hysterical denunciation across the broad
spectrum of Regime media outlets and
mouthpieces.

On the anniversary of that now fateful day of
January 6, 2021, it is more important than ever
that American citizens learn the truth about what
really happened.

Accordingly, we have reproduced the most classic
Revolver News investigative reports to get you,
your family, your friends, even your open minded
acquaintances up to speed.

The Regime is attempting to use the false
narrative of January 6 to label Trump supporters
— and really anyone who dares to be critical of
the Regime — as domestic terrorists.
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One of the best ways to fight back against this
agenda is to learn the truth in the articles that
follow and share it with others.

Unindicted Co-Conspirators in 1/6 Cases Raise
Disturbing Questions of Federal Foreknowledge

This is the piece that started it all — and re-
oriented the entire national conversation about
January 6 from dead-end distractions to the
darkest question that unlocks the truth of what
kind of country we really live in: what role did the
federal government and its agents play in
instigating January 6th? The piece above raises
this very question with a detailed look at the
charging documents of the Oath Keepers militia
members. What we found was an astonishing
case of selective non-prosecution, whereby trivial
actors are slapped with serious charges, and
more senior members who engaged in much more
egregious behavior are not charged at all.

This is the very first piece of reporting that
mentions the federal agent and informant-
infiltrated “Michigan Kidnapping Plot” in light of
the alleged insurrection of January 6th.
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Federal Protection of “Oath Keepers” Kingpin
Stewart Rhodes Breaks The Entire Capitol
“Insurrection” Lie Wide Open

This next bombshell follows up on the reporting of
the previous piece with a deep dive into a specific
individual: Stewart Rhodes, the founder and
leader of the Oath Keepers militia group. Through
an extensive look at Rhodes’ background, as well
as Rhodes’ ubiquitous presence in the charging
documents of indicted Oath Keepers, Revolver
shows that Rhodes is perhaps the most
astonishing example of selective non-prosecution.
The federal government is protecting Mr. Rhodes,
and we would like to know why. If it turns out that
the founder and leader of the biggest bogey-man
militia group associated with Jan 6 is himself a
federal agent or informant, it would be
devastating to the official narrative of January 6,
and amount to one of the biggest scandals in
American history.

Decision By January 6th Commission to Ignore
Oath Keeper Stewart Rhodes Just Unmasked
Their Entire Investigation
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This ground-breaking piece continues our
extensive coverage of Stewart Rhodes within the
context of the politicized, sham January 6
Committee. Indeed, we point out the curious,
seemingly deliberate and willful lack of interest in
Stewart Rhodes by the Committee and uncover
some troubling aspects of Committee Chairman
Bennie Thompson’s past. Since publication,
perhaps as a result of the pressure generated by
this piece, the Committee has issued a subpoena
for Rhodes. So far nothing has come of it and the
questions presented in the piece remain as
damning and pressing as ever.

New York Times Confirms Revolver’s Claim of
FBI Involvement In 1/6… But What Are They Still
Hiding?
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You know things are looking bad for the FBI when
the New York Times is doing damage control
pieces admitting Revolver News was right. Unlike
our bombshell investigative pieces, this piece is
chiefly analytical, and takes a look at the
conflicting strategies and interests of the FBI and
Congressional Democrats and the media.
Congressional Democrats and the media want to
continue with the sham accusation that Trump
and his inner circle planned January 6th. But
pressing this inquiry too far risks exposing not
anything nefarious on the part of Trump and his
friends, but rather by the FBI and other
government agents itself.

Revolver’s reporting has created quite the bind for
the enemies of the American people who happen
to control America. Read more to find out just how
tangled this web really is.

Federal Foreknowledge or Federal Incitement?
Arrest of Green Beret Oath Keeper Threatens to
Expose FBI’s Darkest 1/6 Secrets

This piece explores the bizarre prosecution of
Green Beret Oath Keeper Jeremy Brown for a
trivial trespassing charge. Why would the feds
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wait over half a year to hit this individual, who did
not enter the Capitol itself, for the charge of
trespassing on Capitol grounds? The situation is
still more suspicious when we consider that this
particular individual presented video of what he
claims to be JTTF agents attempting to recruit
him as an informant on January 6th — he refused.
Is the charge possible retaliation?

And if the feds are willing to charge Brown with a
trivial offense of standing on Capitol grounds,
what is their excuse for neglecting an easy lay-up
indictment of Oath Keepers founder and leader
Stewart Rhodes, who appears in several pictures
to be standing well within the restricted zone
himself?

Meet Ray Epps: The Fed-Protected Provocateur
Who Appears To Have Led The Very First 1/6
Attack On The U.S. Capitol

Enter Ray Epps — the only individual found in the
mountains of video evidence from January 6th
who explicitly called for a mission to “go into the
Capitol.” This bombshell piece shows extensive
video footage of Epps recruiting others for this
bizarre mission, and following up on his intentions
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on January 6th. We show Epps at the very first
breach site of the Capitol grounds, whispering
into another individual’s ear two seconds before
that same individual goes on to perform the first
and decisive breach.

So who is Ray Epps? This piece answers this
question with a deep dive into Epps’ background
and his affiliation with Stewart Rhodes
(mentioned in previous reports). We note that a
day after Revolver published our bombshell report
on Rhodes, the FBI scrubbed Epps’ name and face
from its public “most wanted” database. Now, the
FBI claims to not know who Epps is. Epps to this
day remains unindicted and unsearched.
Curiously, the January 6 Committee has exhibited
just as little interest in this individual as the FBI
has, despite Epps appearing to be the key
orchestrator of the initial breach of Capitol
grounds.

Read more from this ground breaking report that
made Ray Epps a household name in our next
piece…

Meet Ray Epps, Part 2: Damning New Details
Emerge Exposing Massive Web Of Unindicted
Operators At The Heart Of January 6
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And finally, the Supernova — the mega-viral piece
endorsed by Trump, multiple members of
congress, and journalists of all stripes. This
bombshell piece follows up on reporting on Ray
Epps with in-depth video footage of Epps and a
number of other mysterious actors who all played
a decisive role in turning January 6 from a rally
into a riot. We meet the colorful cast of characters
who methodically removed fencing near the
Capitol before the Trump rally-goers even arrived.
We meet individuals like “ScaffoldCommander,”
who encouraged the crowd to “move forward”
and “fill up the Capitol” at decisive moments. We
meet another individual who cut fencing who had
been apprehended by law enforcement the
previous day for his presence in a van full of
explosives and firearms outside of the
Department of Justice.

The curious thing: all of the individuals covered in
this report are — like Epps and like Stewart
Rhodes — unindicted. Curious indeed.

BONUS: Revolver’s Jan. 6th Reporting Changed
the Game: Read Our Top Jan. 6 Investigative
Stories Here
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Believe it or not, Revolver’s ground breaking
coverage of 1/6 did not start with our national
narrative-shaping report drawing attention to
federal involvement. Our previous reporting from
the first half of the year exposed the mainstream
media’s blood libel against Trump supporters
(suggesting that 1/6 rioters had killed Officer Brian
Sicknick). In other reports, Revolver’s
sophisticated image analysis vindicates George
Tanios, a man hit with serious conspiracy charges
on the basis of flimsy evidence he had conspired
to assault officers. We also conducted a deep
dive investigation into the so-called pipe bombs
that were planted around the Capitol — the FBI
has been very cagey on this topic ever since. Why
doesn’t the FBI want to find out who planted
those pipe bombs? This and much more in this
must-read bonus series.

Support Revolver By Going AD-FREE—
Donate HERE to fund investigative journalism

CHECK OUT THE NEWS FEED—FOLLOW US ON
GAB—FOLLOW US ON GETTR
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Post Comment

22 COMMENTS

Margaret Rogers(@magzie01950)
  4 days ago

Revolver news is what true journalism is
all about. This investigation exposes the
truth behind the lies. I have subscribed to
your publication because I want real news
and only the facts, not opinions.

0  Reply

Lon Spector   4 days ago

History shows that once tyranny takes
over a nation the tyrant cannot be
dislodged by the

 by the power of a ballot. The murderous,
power mad regimes for whom killing is a
sport

 can only be ousted by equal force, not
cowardice.

0  Reply

Tom Paine   4 days ago

We need a modern day “Common Sense”
media a la Thomas Paine.

0  Reply

Anon   4 days ago

FOR STUDENTS OF HISTORY:

As far a essential reading lists are
concerned, I just want to point out how
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similar 1/6 is to the Peterloo Massacre of
16 August 1819. When you absorb the
video and my comments below you will
see that the FBI involvement in Jan 6th
isn’t a “conspiracy theory” but one of the
first hypothesis you need to look at when
dealing with a corrupt government.

See 5 minute video clip below(@time =
25m47) :

https://www.dailymotion.com/video/x7xh
3yy?start=1547

The issue was suffrage. The crowd size
was similar. The government infiltrated
the protest and set off the violence.
Fifteen were killed at Peterloo, one in DC.
Then a battle to “control the narrative”
ensued, with the government proclaiming
that the protesters were armed, and
looked for anything to support that claim.
Newspapers were closed, shopkeepers
arrested and witnesses repressed. Six
Acts of Parliament were passed in the
name a national security to forestall
future protests.

Poet, Percy Shelly wrote a poem about
the massacre: The Masque of Anarchy

Shake your chains to earth like dew
Which in sleep had fallen on you:
Ye are many—they are few!”

But could not get it published during his
lifetime.

The massacre resulted in the founding of
the still extant Guardian newspaper in
Britain.

So, what we are all seeing is not likely to
be imaginary, but the US government
following the exact same playbook the
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UK government followed 200 years ago.
IMHO

“History Doesn’t Repeat Itself, but It Often
Rhymes” – Mark Twain

0  Reply

guest   4 days ago

Lets face it, Jan 6 was indeed a terrorist
attack just like Ted Cruz said it was.

 And the terrorist leaders were Stuart
Rhodes and Ray Epps.

 Now we need to hold their employers to
account.

0  Reply

Svengali   4 days ago

Thank God for REVOLVER-the REAL
newsource now.

0  Reply

Svengali   4 days ago

And once again, Humanity finds itself in
the exact same cycle that befell
Russia/Ukraine, Germany, and most of
Europe (and beyond), caused by the
same delusionists that simply cannot
accept that no one group or (useless)
organized ‘religion’ is “chosen” as special
over all others “By God”. This has NEVER
ended well…

0  Reply

Joe Conyers   4 days ago

We know it was all a set up..what can be
done about it and serve real justice

0  Reply

Dale Rose   4 days ago
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Please correct date in article paragraph 4
January 6, 2021 not January 6, 2020

0  Reply

Michael   4 days ago

Biden is scum beyond recognition!!

0  Reply

lindasc48   4 days ago

Thank YOU Darren Beattie Thank YOU
Darren Beattie Thank YOU Darren Beattie

0  Reply

greg macdermott   4 days ago

Shouldn’t you look at Motive, Trump
supporters entire motive was resolutely
for this final constitutional safeguard, the
‘decertification vote’ to take place,
peacefully and without interruption.
Conversely, the democrats most powerful
‘mega’ motive was to stop, kill, blow up
that vote by any means necessary!…then
rubber stamp Biden. So democrats
resorted to what they had done 574
times in 2020, stage a Violent Riot. And it
worked totally to lefts complete
advantage.

0  Reply

Revolver Did J6   4 days ago

Revolver.News is covering for their
friends at Clearview AI, who would have
helped organize the event and then send
everybody to jail after. Revolver.News is
the feds!

0  Reply

MARKYMARK   4 days ago
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EVERYONE KNOWS PELOSI AND WRAY
WERE ORCHESTRATING THIS FROM DAY
1 FOR THE NARRATIVE PELOSI NEEDED
AND OR WANTED FOR FAKE
IMPEACHMENT ATTEMPT #2.

0  Reply

Ima Douche   3 days ago

test

0  Reply

Ima Douche   3 days ago

I bet Ray Epps was wearing body armor
illegally in DC that the FBI gave him. He
looks like a real tool.

0  Reply

John Patrick Falvey   3 days ago

Forget about Ray Epps, it’s Christopher
Wray you should be writing about. You
should be calling for his resignation and
indictment on conspiracy charges at the
very least.

0  Reply

Mike   3 days ago

Jan. 6 was a false flag operation run by
the democrap party, the criminal FBI, the
DOJ, ANTIFA, BLM and Pelosi, along with
the criminal Schiff, and the democrap
congress and RINOs. An innocent women
was murdered. We need to charge this
rouge cop and jail him.

0  Reply

Laura Yantsos   3 days ago

The politicians all must have been in
Russia or China picking up some
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newfound cash in selling out the country
or buying a new bioweapon to use on us
during the summer of 2020 when our
cities were burning down.

0  Reply

Anonymous   3 days ago

Ashli Babbit sat with a CNN reporter from
California to Washington DC, the place
where she was stationed while on
“reserve” duty with the 113th Unit of the
Air Force Reserve, the Unit assigned to
“defend” the Capitol against domestic
and foreign terrorists. What a joke

0  Reply

Truthseeker   2 days ago

This is award-winning journalism. Keep
up the great work.

0  Reply

Atticus Finch   1 day ago

This is much bigger than Watergate. Who
is the next Woodward and Burnstein?

 Go get em !

0  Reply
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